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LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY TO SEVERAL THRACIAN
MYTHICAL IMAGES
V.N.Toporov
Institute of Slav and Balkan Studies, Moscow

In his works, V.I.Georgiev devoted considerable attention to the Thracian language
and, more specifically, to the analysis of Thracian theophoric names (Georgiev 1975: 556). Even the very fact that these names have been collected and accompanied by the re
spective documentation, in addition to the etymological explanations proposed by the
cited scholar for many of them, is an important preliminary stage in the study of Thracian
mythological names, opening new vistas in two spheres: linguistics (theophoric onomas
tics) and mythology proper. The role of linguistic evidence is greatly enhanced in view of
the scarcity of the mythological material, resulting in a lack of clarity about many charac
teristic features of the various deities or some other mythological figures, their functions,
links with concrete motifs and themes, etc. Moreover, it is true for most of the theophoric
names collected by Georgiev that the only thing known about them is their name. We pro
pose below several commentaries on some mythological names whose meaning will be
demonstrated or clarified by additional details, on the basis of linguistic data and informa
tion from the mythology of other Indo-European traditions.

1. THE IMAGE OF THE ’SACRED FIRE’ IN THEOPHORIC NAMES
Let us consider an inscription from Kyustendil (Pautalia): Kupuo 'АокХ^тгио
X'uivSoTrijpTivco.The last word (Dat.) is connected with the name of Asklepios, also in the
Dative. It is understood as a name given to Asklepios, which "bezeichnet die Beziehung
des Asklepios zu dem heiligen Herdfeuer, welches das Leben der Generationen symbolisicrt" (Detschew 1957: 477); cf. more specifically - Adj. poss. meaning "der zum heiligen
Feuer Gehdrende" (Georgiev 1975: 51). As regards the meaning of this word, its first ele
ments was recognized to be a continuation of IE *k’uen- (more specifically - 'k’uen-to-)t
defined as ’feiem’, ’heiligen’ and producing Avest. spmta- ’holy’, Lith. Sventas, Slav. *sv$tb
(Дечев 1952: 21; Detschew 1957: 477). The second part of the word was interpreted as a
continuation of IE 'pur- ’fire* (Georgiev 1975: 51), although no explanation has been
given whether it is a Thracian or Greek word (incidentally, the question about the exist
ence of traces of this root in the Thracian language has not beed discussed, except in the
case in question). Earlier it was assumed (Гопоров 1976:138-141) that a number of Thra
cian proper names contain this root which denotes ’fire*, cf. IlupouXas, ПироиХа, Pyrula,
Purula, Piniras, etc. (Detschew 1957: 377, 386-387; Velkova 1974: 73). The numerous
Greek names reflecting this root (Пир-, Пиро-, Пирь- (never have the suffix -ul- (ovX -) and this differentiates them sharply from Thracian names of the same root. It is
possible that names of the type ПироиХа<? were originally formed after the colour of ihc
hair (’red’, ’like flames’), which has been mentioned (Detschew 1957:387 - "Der Name bczieht sich auf die Rothaarigkeit der Thrakcr"), or by the type of activities (a person dealing
with fire; above all, a priest performing fire rituals, more specifically lighting the ritual
fire). In the latter case the Thrac. Puroulas would correspond exactly not only to the Bul
garian пълелии, i.e. those who kindle the fire during the fire-related rites, and to Rom.
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